Basic Info Sheet
Business Innovation Greece

Are you looking for financing to grow your
business?
The Programme “Business Innovation
Greece” might be what you are looking for.

This Programme is a part of the EEA Financial Mechanism (EEA
Grants) 2014-2021 and represents the contribution of Norway,
Iceland and Liechtenstein to reducing economic and social
disparities and strengthening bilateral relations between 15 EU
countries in Central and Southern Europe and the Donor
States (Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway)

What is the aim of this Programme?
This Programme aims to finance projects that will
increase the competitiveness and profitability of
Greek enterprises and bring more innovation in
products, services, and processes.
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What does the Programme “Business
Innovation Greece” offer?
Grants (non-reimbursable funds) to support growth in Greek private
sector enterprises.
Projects are selected through open calls and competition.
Unique partnership opportunity – a gateway to new expertise and
modern technology.
Easy application procedure and non-bureaucratic reporting.
Innovation Norway is fully responsible and operates without any other
Greek intermediary body.

For more information and regular
Programme updates
Innovation Norway, Athens - Contact Persons
Ms. Anne Lise Rognlidalen, Programme Director
Ms. Anne Sophie Mikhos, Programme Officer
Mr. Theocharis Adraktas Rentis, Programme Officer

Official Programme web-site

Official Programme e-mail
GR.innovation@innovationnorway.no
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What can a Greek enterprise gain from this Programme?
Financial support (grants) to expand your existing business. The grants can close a funding gap to
kickstart planned R&D activities of your enterprise, or provide funding for a planned investment
(application of existing technology, that is new for the enterprise).
The Programme will have a strong focus on innovation. This is an essential element for increasing the
efficiency and competitiveness of an enterprise. The Programme can finance a wide range of
initiatives that will improve the economic performance of Greek enterprises, their environmental
performance and contribute to a positive social impact (mainly by creating new jobs and capacity
building).

What type of projects can be financed in the frame
of the Programme?

1. Green Industry Innovation - “reduce and re-use”
Green Industry Innovation is cross-sectoral by nature, it will offer opportunities for a wide range of
enterprises. This could involve the development of new or improved green products and services,
investment for a more environmentally friendly production process or a green organisational
innovation. This gives the possibility for Greek enterprises to improve their competitiveness through
reduced energy, water and oil consumption, better utilisation of raw materials and increased
productivity.
The Programme encourages modernising of the industry, development of innovative solutions related
to renewable energy (e.g. on solar, wind and biomass), technologies for energy efficiency and energy
storage and water management for the islands. Other specific areas of interest could be innovation
and greening of businesses in sectors such as the food industry, textiles, construction and waste
management.

2. Blue Growth
The long coastline and the large number of islands in Greece have different challenges in different
regions but this also represents new business opportunities. This Programme can support the
development of new solutions within the marine and maritime sectors as a whole.
The Programme encourages the development and investment in maritime supra-structures, in coastal
and maritime tourism, in blue biotechnology and blue energy solutions (not production), in innovative
technologies for the water supply, and in solutions for reducing marine litter -particularly plastic
debris in the ocean. (Note that for aquaculture and costal fisheries the Programme can only support
innovation (R&D), but not investments).
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3. Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
ICT solutions and tools are horizontal business opportunities with high innovation potential and
possible green effect. The Programme aims to promote the development or application of innovative
ICT solutions that will directly contribute to business development. This can include the opportunity
for enterprises to develop a new innovative ICT product/ service/ solution (new-to-the-market) or to
apply an existing innovative ICT solution that will support future growth (new-to-the-enterprise).

How much money can a Greek enterprise apply for?
Any enterprise can apply for minimum of Euro 200,000 and a maximum of Euro 1,500,000 per project.
Small and Medium-sized enterprises can also choose to apply for smaller grants, in the range of
minimum Euro 50,000 and maximum Euro 200,000 per project. Note that only one project application
can be submitted by each enterprise under each open call.
As a general rule, a Small or Medium-sized enterprise in Greece can get a grant rate of approx. 50 per
cent for the total approved project costs. A large enterprise will get less. The size of the enterprise, the
type of project and the location in Greece where the project is implemented will determine the
maximum permitted grant rate according to the GBER1. Innovation Norway will then determine the
final grant rate by also taking into consideration factors such as the financial performance of the
enterprise, the profitability of the project results, as well as the releasing effect of the grant. Therefore,
the exact grant rate and grant amount will be calculated on a case by case basis and is not fixes or
pre-determined.

What about the Greek enterprises’ own financial
contribution to the project?
The Programme offers financing in the form of grants according to GBER*, but the projects are cofinanced and the applicants (Greek enterprises) need to secure the remaining financing needed for
the project in the form of cash (own internal funds/equity or bank loan). All eligible expenditures of a
project can form the basis of the required co-financing, including documented personnel costs, but inkind contribution is not accepted as co-financing.

Need a guarantee for a bank loan?

A grant offer from Innovation Norway, through the Programme, could be combined with a separate
and independent guarantee scheme under the responsibility of the Hellenic Development Bank (HDB).
The aim is to secure the necessary co-financing of the approved project.

*The General Block Exemption Regulation [GBER]
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What could be the benefit of bilateral project partnerships
for the Greek enterprises?
Increased mutual knowledge about business opportunities in Greece and in the Donor States (Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Norway) is one important bilateral goal for the Programme.
Partnership projects could be your gateway to new expertise and modern technology. During the
project implementation the partners should strive to build trust among them and to consolidate the
partnership, looking for other joint initiatives in the future (long term cooperation).
The contribution of a bilateral project partner could be related to (for e.g.) sector-specific know-how,
support to improve efficiency in the production process, research and development competence, or
technology transfer. The partners are expected to bring value added to the project. (Provision of
consultancy services is normally not considered to be a partnership.)
This way of promoting bilateral cooperation is a unique opportunity and a door opener for enterprises
from both Greece and Norway/Iceland/Liechtenstein.

How can a Greek enterprise find a bilateral project partner?
There are several ways to find a bilateral project partner, here are some suggestions:
a) Look for partners among your existing network and meeting places.
b) Register your partnership proposal on Innovation Norway’s website for EEA and Norway Grants
programmes.
c) Look for green and sustainable Norwegian solutions at The Explorer.
d) For more complex projects and technology requirements you can search for partners in the
Enterprise Europe Network database.
e) Participate in upcoming B2Match events organised by Innovation Norway or partners in Greece
or in the Donor States.
f) Join upcoming networking events organised for the Programme “Business Innovation Greece”
g) If you are looking for partners from Iceland you could contact the Icelandic Centre for Research in
Reykjavik.

The Call for Travel Support is open for applications (provided
travel restrictions due to COVID-19 are not in place)
Small grants are available to support Greek enterprises who want to visit a potential project partner in
one of the Donor States (Norway, Iceland or Liechtenstein). Entities from the three Donor States can
also apply for funding in order to prepare joint project applications for the upcoming main call.
Applicants must be registered as legal entities in Greece or in one of the Donor States.
Please note that you need a written approval from Innovation Norway before you travel, in order to
get the expenses reimbursed. Guidelines and application form available on the official Programme
web-site.
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Who is Innovation Norway?

Innovation Norway is the Fund Operator for the Programme “Business Innovation
Greece”. Innovation Norway is a state-owned enterprise under the Norwegian
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries and the Norwegian County Municipalities.
Innovation Norway is the Norwegian Government’s main body for business
development in Norway and has long experience in management of grants and
loans, including EEA and Norway Grants for business development.
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